
tanning 
everyday humans…

temporarily.

www.btan.rocks



you’re already
be tan babe.

hot!



follow us f   r
eye candy@btan.rocks



just act natural...
Dreamed up in Australia, there are no nastyspiders, 
snakes or bull sh*t in b.tan’s products, so you 
know your skin is getting well looked after. 

we love animals too, so no we don’t test on them.
b.tan won’t turn you into a majestic unicorn…. 
but it will tan you. simple.

no
parabens
or sulphates

against 
animal 
testing

no gross 
fake tan 
smell

no 
added 
nasties

...we’ll take 
care of the rest



Dark
GET 

stay gold.



self tanning

ain’t nobody got
time for dat!

let’s be honest, looking hot can take time... others do 
it during and in 10, we do it before and in 9. get naked, 
apply this luscious tan, wait 9 minutes, rinse off in the 
shower and you’re ready to rock n’ roll!

pre shower 10 minute tan mousse
9

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

pre shower 9 minute tan!

9 things you can do in 9 minutes?

1. 9 minutes worth of your fave Nexflix series.

2. smash a party playlist together for the night ahead 

3.  have an intense stalk of everyone and anyone on insta

4.  call your bestie n tell ‘em what you found 

5.  also while you’re at it, stalk @btan.rocks    
 and tag ya friends... 

6.  9 minutes worth of squats to plump up dat booty  or...

7.  9 minutes worth of eating everything left in your house

8.  tidy up your floordrobe... it’s just getting out of hand now

9.  have a nano nap, u deserve it queen  
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i want thefake it
darkest tantill you 
possible...make it...

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ
200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

dark brown
self tan mousse

chocolate brown
self tan mousse

let’s cut to the chase, we 
know you want to b.tanned. 
we know you want to 
look hot...ready for those 
instagram selfies. so we 
won’t waffle about the 
amazing dark results; the 
name pretty much says it 
all. just use this product 
and have an awesome 
‘dark’ tan instantly. simple.

let’s cut to the chase, 
we know you want to 
b.tanned. we know you 
want to look hot...ready 
for those instagram 
selfies. so we won’t 
waffle about the amazing 
dark results; the name 
pretty much says it all. 
just use this product and 
have an awesome ‘dark’ 
tan instantly. simple.

tanned AF...
200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

dark dark dark brown
self tan mousse

when the darkest tan 
possible just isn’t quite dark 
enough, where do you go? 
why, to the darkest darkest 
tan possible of course ;)

you’re obviously a tanorexic 
with a huge tanning 
problem, and we’re not here 
to judge. in fact darling, 
we’re here to enable.

tan-ye

more tanned...

lotion...

i love myself

self tan 

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

charcoal based 
trouble in a dark 
self tan mousse

dark brown tan lotion 
that smells like 
summer 
(without the gross 
fake tan smell).

it’s all bout me, so love 
yourself as much as Ye! 
they hatin, you rollin. 
imma let you finish...  
but first I gotta get dark 
dark dark tan.

Ok, so this is basically 
exactly the same as the 
dark self tan mousse, 
except you get to smooth 
this on like chocolate icing 
instead of a foam party. 

We know everybody gets 
their kicks differently, so 
we do it both ways ;)

self tanning

not just your

lover...
weekend

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

violet based trouble 
in a dark self tan 
mousse
you obviously want 
something exotic, steamy, 
and different from allll the 
rest. well darling, we can 
promise a dark tanning 
experience you won’t soon 
forget. just sign your name 
on the dotted line… and 
let’s get started on that 
funky time ;) 

no, it’s not going to turn 
you purple. It’s a violet 
based tan, and it’s going 
to give you a dark tan you 
won’t soon forget...



it’s love.

it’s love.

a daily moisturiser

nuts about coconuts

that makes me glow

that makes me glow

gradual foams and lotions 

gradual foams and lotions 

use this every day.  it will become your new lover.  
smother all over, so your body is well moist. it 
will make you feel soft and silky, and a little bit 
special. pasty skin will be a thing of the past. over 
days your body will feel loved while gradually 
building a golden tan. no one else will compare.

everyone’s going loco for coconuts!
what’s not to love, so we decided to add 

tan too. smother all over each day for 
soft, coconutty, golden skin. this stuff 

is good enough to eat but first lather 
yourself golden brown and smell like 

coconut summer babes! 

an everyday body moisturiser
that gives me a hint of colour
(without the gross fake tan smell).

coconut oil + water gradual tan

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

200ML | 6.7 FL OZ

gradual tan

+coconut
gradual tan



tan mitt

tan blender mitt

OSFA

OSFA

a tan mitt that’s got it all going on. blends 
to perfection with both spray tan solutions 
and self tan mousse! no more nasty tan 
hands while you get that awesome dark 
tan. wash it, pop it back into the 
re-sealable travel bag and 
get on with life!

get it on
accessories

a tan mitt that helps create 
the most awesome tan in 
the world.  no excuses!  use 
this mitt when applying your 
tan. no more nasty tan hands 
while you get that awesome 
dark tan!

spray tan solutions 
& self tan mousse!

works with



it’s all about personalisation
and getting really, really, tan.
easy pro portable spray tan machine at home and on the go.
plug in the B.U.B personal tanner, set phasers to ‘tan’,   
and get ready to airbrush yourself into bronzed oblivion.

 8 crazy levels of spray control, go light, or go dark dark dark

 smooth flow for a sexy professional finish

 express yourself emoji sheet included

 2yr manufacturer warranty

B.U.B
personal tanner



not just your

lover...
weekend

tan-ye

more tanned...
i love myself

keep it fresh.
never leaks.

zero wastage!

fake it
till you 

make it...

i want the
darkest tan
possible...

tanned
 AF...

we know our tans are good. and we know you 
want to keep them good. and we’re all about 
pleasing you, so we’re giving you bff caps with 
your spray mists (they’re like bff bracelets 
but better) to keep our super dark tanning 
goodness fresh and in the pouch!

pro spray mist

WARNING: 
contents may be hot! well... 

make you a little bit hotter anyway. 

dark.          darker.                   darkest.





join the b.tan revolution
all the cool kids are doing it.

#btanBUB
www.btan.rocks
e: brands@marqueofbrands.com.au

follow us 
@btan.rocks


